ACROSS
1  Vehicle returns in strong wind for riding equipment (10)
7  Healing ointments not initially giving relief (4)
9  Several bars characterise this composer? (4)
10 Drinks in bar providing entertainment (10)
11 Sedan model – large, not small (6)
12 A reminder independent young woman's a waster (8)
13 Tennis player embracing companion's servant (8)
15 Villain's gone after upright character (4)
17 Study is barely sufficient, having no time (4)
19 Monarch has vessel possessing wholly distinctive feature (8)
22 Popular label given to painting round carved design (8)
23 Downmarket jalopy seized by officer (6)
25 Polish soldiers – splendid chaps, dauntless at heart (10)
26 Bar billiards partly makes a comeback (4)
27 Information close to Grace Kelly? (4)
28 Agent struggles with Latin? That’s irrelevant (10)

DOWN
2  A sin involving ardent rapacity, for starters? (7)
3  Historic council flat finally needs payment by tenant (5)
4  Revolutionary playwright pens special second novel (8)
5  Very little credit on a phone, a mobile (1,4,2,3,5)
6  Plastic polymer lacks resistance to use (6)
7  Am I after chap sheltered by a mother? (9)
8  Horse has to be exhibited in Bow? (7)
14 Cambridge girlies periodically like singing (9)
16 Somehow I bet nurses want demanding DJ (5-3)
18 Offspring vocally will support study grant (7)
20 Nasty clip around ear possibly? On the contrary, it’s not real (7)
21 First-born daughter stuffs drug in case (6)
24 Bird to welcome with uplifted heart (5)

Solution 15,720